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Abstract. In the Internet of Things, billions of networked and software-
driven devices will be connected to the Internet. They can communicate
and cooperate with each other to function as a composite system. This
paper proposes the AMG (abstract, model and generate) method for the
development of such composite systems. With AMG, the development of
software application can be done in an automatic manner, and therefore
reducing the cost and develpment time. The method has been prototyped
and tested with use cases.

1 Introduction

Today’s Internet technology is mainly built for information sharing. Information
providers, which typically are implemented as servers, provide information in
the form of web pages that can be accessed by internet clients. In the Future
Internet [16], various independent networked computing devices from small de-
vices (mobile devices, embedded systems, etc) to powerful devices (desktops and
servers) may be easily connected to the Internet, in a plug and play manner. The
Internet of Things is one of the popular terms illustrating the Future Internet.

From the software developer’s point of view, the ’Thing’ in the Internet of
Things can be seen as all kinds of networked devices that are driven and deliv-
ered by (embedded) software. Considering that the device’s functionalities are
provided as services, we will have billions of services in the Internet (i.e., the
Internet of Services). A typical example of an environment containing several
(embedded) services is a smart home where a residential gateway is controlling
and managing home devices with embedded services. In this type of dwelling,
it is possible to maintain control of doors and window shutters, valves, security
and surveillance systems, etc. It also includes the control of multi-media devices
that are parts of home entertainment systems. In this scenario, the smart home
is containing 1) WeatherModules that provide different data collection services
(i.e., air temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, and humidity sensors), 2)
Lamps that provide on-off and dimmer services, and 3) Media Renderers that
provide playing of multimedia services, see Figure 1 below.
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Fig. 1. Smart home services: A Scenario

Combining these independent services (i.e., embedded software) and promot-
ing as a new application is a challenge. Unfortunately, traditional software engi-
neering approaches are not fully appropriate for the development of service-based
applications. There is an urgent need for developing comprehensive engineering
principles, methodologies and tools support for the entire software development
lifecycle of service-based applications [19].

This paper proposes a software development method in the Internet of Things.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present terms
and definitions of a service and a service-based application. Then, in Section 3
we present the AMG method. Section 4 is devoted to related work. Finally, we
draw our conclusions in Section 5.

2 Background

This section gives a background for the paper. It discusses the definition of a
service and a service-based application.

What Is a Service? A service can be defined in different ways. In [17] for in-
stance, a service is defined as asset of functions provided by a (server) software
or system to client software or system, usually accessible through an application
programming interface. Similar definitions as the one above appear in the con-
text of middleware technologies such as Jini [3], .NET [9], or JXTA [21]. These
definitions recognize services as a central element in the system implementation.

In this paper, referring to [1] and [10] a service is defined as a model of
software unit. To get an overview of this definition, we have to look at the
history of managing the complexity of software systems where a component-
oriented architecture is considered as the solution for the complexity problem.
Figure 2 illustrates a historical perspective of the use of different models to
represent a software unit.

The idea of using software component as defined in [10], can be considered
as the birth of today’s software component and can be seen as an architectural
approach of building software systems. When Assembler was the only available
programming language, a routine was considered the first model of software
units. As the complexity of software systems was increasing a new model of a
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Fig. 2. The historical perspective of the use of different models of a software unit

software unit called a module was introduced. A module is a simple model. How-
ever, a module is more abstract than a routine. Accordingly, objects, components
and services can also be seen as models of a software unit. The differences be-
tween them are their abstraction levels, means of encapsulation and ownership.
Software abstraction, encapsulation and reuse are the key points.

With software component-orientation in mind, a single software component
might not work as an application. Therefore a composition system is needed.
According to [1], a software composition system has three aspects: component
models, composition techniques and composition languages. Depending on the
models of software unit, see Figure 2, different composition techniques and lan-
guages are required. These two aspects have influenced the development ap-
proaches and paradigms. For example, when we use objects as a model of a
software unit to build a software system we call the paradigm object-oriented
development. Accordingly, we have component-oriented development for com-
ponent oriented-systems and service-oriented development for service-oriented
systems. A general concept of service-oriented systems is well-known as Service-
Oriented Architectures (SOA)[4].

Service-Based Applications. Using the SOA concept, architecturally, soft-
ware applications are built from compound, heterogeneous, autonomous software
units called services. If it is the case, service compositions will be a common ap-
proach for the development of software applications in the Internet of Services.
Software systems and applications are becoming service-based. We call this a
service-based application.

A conceptual model of a service-based application is presented in Figure 3. It
can be seen that a service-based application may use more than one service. It is
shown also that a service can be classified either as Simple or Composite. In this
paper, all services that will be composed are considered as a simple service. As
mentioned earlier, a composite service is a type of a service-based application.
It composes services and provides the combined functionality as new services.
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Fig. 3. A conceptual model of service-based applications

A service can also be classified either as Abstract or Concrete. An abstract
service may have one or more concrete services or it may mean that the service
will be implemented in the future. But for the composition of services, this paper
considers only Concrete services (run-time services). Furthermore, services can
also be classified either as a State-less or State-ful service. Web services can
be considered as an example of stateless services, while UPnP services [8] can
be considered as a kind semi state-ful services. UPnP devices use state variables
to store the states of specific variables and inform those state changes to other
UPnP devices.

3 The AMG Method

With regard to the software production, there are different approaches, which
focus on how to specify, design, implement, test, and deploy software systems.
They can be categorized as implementation- and model-oriented approaches.
AMG is a model-oriented approach. Figure 4 shows the idea of the AMG-method.

Fig. 4. The AMG (abstract, model, and generate) method

3.1 The Abstraction Step

Specifying models of a service-based application is only possible if the models of
the included (i.e., existing) services are in place. For this an abstraction process is
required. The abstraction step consists of a transformation mechanism of service
descriptions into graphical representations and source code.
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Fig. 5. A conceptual model of model transformation

The abstration step uses the concept of model transformations [13]. Figure 5
illustrates the concept of model transformation. As shown in the figure, two main
types of transformation exists; vertical transformation and horizontal transfor-
mation. In the vertical transformation, a source model is at a different level
of abstraction than a target model. Examples of vertical transformation are
refinement (specialization), PIM-to-PSM transformations and abstraction (gen-
eralization). Generalization could mean also an abstraction of platforms or a
transformation from code into models.

In tge horizontal transformation, the source model has the same level of ab-
straction as the target model. Examples of the horizontal transformation are
refactoring and merging. In this type of transformation one or more source mod-
els are transformed into one or more target models, based on the languages
(meta-model) of each of these models. In other words the instance of one meta-
model is transformed into instances of another meta-model. So, in this step, we
apply the vertical transformation.—

Models can be presented in two forms; graphical (models) or textual. Depend-
ing on the relation between these form, there are four different model transfor-
mations; M2M (Model-to-Model) transformation, T2M (Text-to-Model) trans-
formation, M2T (Model-to-Text) transformation and T2T (Text-to-Text) trans-
formation. The T2T transformation is often used for the processing of the M2M,
M2T and T2M.

Using the illustrated concept earlier, from a service description (s), the ab-
stractor produces a graphical service model (Ms) conforming to a selected mod-
eling language and source code (Cs) conforming to a selected programming
language. To automate the transformation process, existing service frameworks
and APIs (e.g., the Web Service framework and API) are used.

Depending on the selected modeling language, different graphical representa-
tions (i.e., notations) can be used to represent the existing services. UML classes,
CORBA components, Participants in SoaML, or SCA components are among
them. However, it must be noted that within the context of domain-specific
modeling (DSM), a graphical representation must relate to a real thing which in
this case is the implementation of the service. Therefore, it is important to keep
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the relation (bindings) between graphical representations (i.e. service models)
and source code (i.e. implementation for the service invocations). Fig. 6 shows
the relation between a service description, its model, and source code.

Fig. 6. The relation between a service description, its model and source code

Different service frameworks and APIs have been developed using different
programming languages and run on different platforms, helping developers to
implement services. For example, in the Web services context there are Apache
Axis (Java and C++), appRain (PHP), .NET Framework (C#, VB and .NET),
etc. Therefore, a graphical representation of a service may have several imple-
mentations (i.e., source code). This source code may also use different program-
ming languages and may run on different platforms.

An Example: UML Classes. A UPnP device has two kinds of descriptions;
device description and service description. A UPnP device can have several ser-
vices that are in a UPnP service description called Actions. To automate the
abstraction step we use transformation rules. Table below shows transformation
rules to transform different properties in a UPnP service description into prop-
erties in an UML class. To construct the transformation rules, both UML and
UPnP meta-models are required. However, the rules are very simple. For exam-
ple, to present the class name, we use the name of the UPnP device. Obviously,
other XML-based service descriptions (e.g., WSDL, DPWS) will use the similar
process.

3.2 The Modeling Step

In software development, models are used to describe the structures and the
behaviors of the software systems. The structure specifies what the instances of
the model are; it identifies the meaningful components of the model construct
and relates them to each other. The behavioral model emphasizes the dynamic
behavior of a system, which can essentially be expressed in three different types
of behavioral models; interaction diagrams, activity diagrams, and state machine
diagrams. We use interaction diagrams to specify in which manner the instances
of model elements interact with each other(roles)

Even though for model-driven development, state-machine diagrams are con-
sidered as the most executable models, we are still interested in using UML
activity diagram and collaboration diagram. The reason is that from activity
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diagrams we can generate state machine diagrams [11]. The UML activity dia-
grams are used mostly to model data/object flow systems that are a common
pattern in models. The activity diagram is also good to model the behavior of
systems which do not heavily depend on external events.

AMG is a language-independent method. It is possible to use different existing
modeling languages and different modeling editors. This is done by developing
and implementing different service abstractors/presenters. The requirement is
that the presenter must generate notations (i.e., abstract service models) that
conform to the chosen modeling languages. Using the abstract service models
(Ms1,Ms2, ...,Msk), a service-based application can be expressed in a compo-
sition function f{Ms1,Ms2, ...,Msk}, where s1..sk are the included services in
the service-based application.

An Example: UML Sequence Diagram. Using UML classes, the structure
of a service-based application can be specified as a class diagram, while the
behavior part can be defined using sequence diagram. Accordingly, the semantic
follows the semantic of UML 2.0. Fig. 7 shows a UML model of the service-based
application defined in the scenario. There are four UML classes that represent
different existing services mentioned in the scenario.

Fig. 7. A service-based application model specified is using a sequence diagram. The
composed application will play music when a UPnPLight service is invoked, and will
stop it on a certain value of weather parameter.

3.3 The Generation Step

For model execution, we use code generation approaches instead of model in-
terpretations. For this, we did not use any transformation language to generate
code, but a Java program to transform models into texts (i.e., source code). The
potential code generation from activity diagrams was studied in [2] and [5]. For
a tool, Enterprise Architect from Sparx Systems [18] is an example for modeling
tools that support code generation from activity diagrams.

The code generation process of a service-based application can be expressed as
a generation function g[f {Ms1,Ms2, ..,Msk} ,Cs1..sk, dev info]⇒ code, where
f {Ms1,Ms2, ..,Msk} is the model of the service-based application, s1, s2 .. sk
are the included services,Cs1..sk are the connected code of the used service mod-
els (Ms1..sk), and dev info is the given device information (i.e., the capability
and configuration information).
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Code from the behavior parts is taken from the activity nodes. For this we
adapt the generation method presented in [2]. With regard to their method, an
UML class can be considered as an entity that executes an external action. For
example, for the decision node (i.e., the decision node with the airtemperature
input) the following code is produces. To generate code from the structure, from
each classes, one object is instantiated. Since the UML classes in this scenario
are platform independent, the objects to be instantiated are depending on the
platform selection.

4 Discussion

Service composition is gaining importance, as it can produce composite services
with features not present in the individual basic services. However, the fact that
different perspectives may have different definitions of a service, the definition
of service composition may also be different. AMG considers a service is just
a kind of software component model that has evolved from the older software
component models (i.e., modules, objects, and components). With this definition,
a services composition can be done in a similar way as a composition of software
units that normally is done at design-time using bottom-up approaches.

AMG focuses on service composition at design-time. However, the abstraction
step in the AMG can be extended to support run-time compositions. Conceptu-
ally, it would be possible to generate graphical service representation that can
be used by end-users (i.e., run-time composition). In the ISIS project for exam-
ple [20], ICE, an end-user composition, has been developed. A service in ICE is
presented as a puzzle with either one input (trigger) or one output (action). A
composition is done by connecting puzzles. Using a specific service abstractor,
ICE puzzles for end-users and its source code for implementing service invoca-
tions can be generated.

For the composition of service component models (i.e., software units), com-
position techniques, and composition languages are required [1]. In Web service
context, the Web Service Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [15]
and the Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) [6] can
be considered as a composition language. Within the OMG context, the Service-
oriented architecture Modeling Language (SoaML) [14] is another example of
composition languages. Also in the Web services context, services orchestration
and choreography are well-known service composition techniques. In the context
of Service Component Architecture (SCA) [7], wiring can also be considered as a
type of composition techniques. For this reason, AMG method does not depend
to any particular languages. This can be done by developing different abstractor
for different target languages.

Abstracting software functionality into abstract graphical representation has
also been studied by other researchers. For example, in [12] UML classes is used
to abstract Web services. However, their work focused only on Web services and
did not think other possible services. In [22], software components are visualized
using graphical notations that developers can easily understand. They use a
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picture of a real device to present a software component. The integration is
done by simply connecting components graphically. Obviously, the approach is
only applicable for a specific domain. In contrast, the AMG method is domain-
independent.

5 Conclusion

With regard to the complexity of software systems, the aims for both software
composition and model-driven development (e.g. MDA) are similar in which they
are used for managing the complexity of software systems and their development.
Having benefited from these approaches, this paper propose the use of model-
driven development for the development of software applications in the Internet
of Things. With this idea, the composition of services can be done using models
at different abstraction levels, while the executable composite services can be
generated automatically.
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